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Gerry M. James
The City of Presque Isle is pleased to recognize and
dedicate the 2010 Annual Report to Gerry James.
After twenty five years of service, fifteen of which have been as the
Director, Gerry James has retired from his position with the
Presque Isle Public Works Department.
Throughout those years he has consistently provided the City and its citizens
with the highest degree of professionalism and expertise in dealing with many
complex Public Works issues.  The City would like to thank him for his efforts
by dedicating this report to him.
Pictured above are Gerry and his wife Carol at Gerry’s retirement party.
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     It shall be the mission of the City of Presque Isle to maintain its regional,
economic, educational, transportation, medical, and cultural significance, to
provide a wide range of municipal services to make Presque Isle a safe,
prosperous and attractive city in which to live, to work, and to visit; meeting
needs by planning aggressively and by partnering with local, county, state
and federal government, while involving the citizens of Presque Isle.
To meet these commitments, our goals for the future are:
1. To attract and retain job opportunities and enhance our tax base
through managed economic and community growth.
2. To promote a community environment that emphasizes education,
transportation, medical and cultural excellence through community
infrastructure and emerging technologies.
3. To maintain the existing level of municipal services.
4. To ensure the completion of, and compliance with, a Community
Comprehensive Plan.
5. To serve as the catalyst for the coordination of governmental
services in central Aroostook County.
6. Increase citizen involvement.
7. To provide all municipal services in the most efficient manner
possible.
Approved by the City Council on August 4, 2003
Amended by City Council on April 6, 2009
City of Presque Isle
MISSION STATEMENT
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Jennifer Trombley,
City Council Chair
Term expires:  12/31/12
“We invite you to learn more about the great
things going on in our City with the
2010 Annual Report.”
~ Presque Isle City Council
Emily Smith,
Council Deputy Chair
Term expires:  12/31/10
Walt Elish, Councilor
Term expires:  12/31/12
Don Gardner, Councilor
Term expires:  12/31/11
Calvin Hall, Councilor
Term expires:  12/31/10
Mel Hovey, Councilor
Term expires:  12/31/11
Randy Smith, Councilor
Term Expires:  12/31/13
City of Presque Isle
2010 COUNCILORS
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City Manager James A. Bennett
Northern Maine Regional Scott Wardwell
  Airport Manager
Finance Director Priscilla “Pat” Webb
Fire Chief Darrell K. White
Forum Director James F. Kaiser
Industrial Council Executive Director Larry E. Clark
Turner Memorial Library Librarian Sonja Plummer-Morgan
Planning and Development Director Ken Arndt
Police Chief Naldo Gagnon
Public Works Director Gerry M. James
Recreation and Parks Director Chris Beaulieu
Resource Management Director LaNiece Winslow
Solid Waste Director/City Engineer Dana H. Fowler
City Solicitor Hugo A. Olore, Jr.
City of Presque Isle
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS
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On behalf of the City Councilors and dedicated professionals who are proud to work for the
City of Presque Isle, I would like to extend a heart felt thank you to all the volunteers who
provide service to the community.  Your willingness to sacrifice time from your personal
life and work schedule to strive towards the betterment of Presque Isle is admirable.
    James A. Bennett
    City Manager
Airport Advisory Committee
(4 Year Term)
Gary Boone 2010
Robert Clark 2012
James Nesbitt 2012
Granville Lamb, Jr 2013
Charles Namur, III 2011
Nate Grass 2012
James Quinn 2012
Scott Wardwell, Ex Officio
Larry Clark, Ex Officio
Board of Assessment Review
(3 Year Term)
Mark Hovey 2010
John Michalowski 2011
Jeffrey Pangburn 2012
Frank Bemis 2011
Stewart Libby 2012
Jim Park 2012
Assoc. Mbr - 1 yr term, exp. 12/31/2010
Michael MacPherson
Building Board of Appeals
(5 Year Term)
David Perry 2010
Richard Nadeau 2011
Tom Gagnon 2014
George Watson 2010
Michael Henderson 2013
Down Town Revitalization Committee
Rachel Rice 2010
Virginia Joles 2011
Sandy Gibson 2011
**Gretchen Morse 2012
Scott Violette 2012
Cathy Beaulieu 2011
Luke Rossignol 2011
Patty LeBlanc 2012
Steve Sutter 2013
Leigh Smith 2013
** Resigned
City of Presque Isle
CITY COUNCIL APPOINTED
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
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Forum Advisory Committee
(4 Year Terms)
Roger Hoffses 2010
Lucy Richard 2011
Gretchen Brissette 2012
Jennifer Trombley 2010
George Tompkins 2011
Clarence Bell 2012
Barbara DeVaney 2013
Industrial Council Board of Directors
(3 Year Term)
G. Melvin Hovey 2010
Scott Norton 2010
Frank Bemis 2011
Hal Stewart 2012
Calvin Hall 2010
Billie Brodsky 2011
Michael MacPherson 2012
James Bennett, Ex-Officio
Library Board of Trustees
(3 Year Term)
Deborah Dunn 2010
Paul Hamlin 2011
Greg Curtis 2012
Elaine Sipe 2012
Haley Johnston 2010
Gail Roy 2011
Kevin Sipe 2012
Pat Webb, Ex-Officio
City of Presque Isle
CITY COUNCIL APPOINTED
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Planning Board
(4 Year Term)
Bruce Roope 2010
Ward Gerow 2011
Steve Sutter 2012
Karl Dampf 2013
Michael Mathers 2010
Brent Andersen 2011
Patrick Cote 2012
Presque Isle Development Fund
(3 Year Term)
Linda Smith 2010
Floyd Rockholt 2012
Michael Cyr 2012
Robert Cawley 2011
Bruce Roope 2012
Annual Ongoing Appointments
Ken Arndt, Planning & Dev. Director
Larry Clark, PIIC Exec. Director
Don Gardner, Councilor
Randy Smith, Councilor
James Bennett, City Mgr & Ex-Officio
Presque Isle Housing Authority Board
(5 Year Term)
Roland McArdle 2010
Stewart Libby 2012
Marion Michaud 2013
Rosemary Kidney 2015
Nancy Fletcher 2011
Cindy Flanagan 2013
Martha Marston 2014
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City of Presque Isle
CITY COUNCIL APPOINTED
BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Recreation & Parks Board
(4 Year Term)
Michael Patenaude 2010
Judy Perkins 2011
Terry Hale 2012
Mark White 2013
A.J. Clukey 2011
Richard Graves 2012
Kevin Sipe 2013
Registration Appeals Board
(terms Vary)
Larry Perry 2012
Sharon Roix 2010
Joy Murchison 2013
Alternates
Gail Vreeland 2010
Sharon Worcester 2013
Sewer District Trustees
(3 Year Term)
Craig Green 2011
Ward Gerow 2013
Milton Smith 2012
Water District Trustees
(3 Year Term)
Edward Hews 2011
William Smythe 2013
Richard Nadeau 2012
Zoning Board of Appeals
(3 Year Term)
Larry Perry 2011
David Perry 2012
Marcella Walton 2013
Pamela Palm 2012
Kari Wells-Puckett 2012
Alternate
David Steele 2010
“Never doubt that a small group
of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world; indeed,
it’s the only thing that ever has.”
~ Margaret Mead
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Name Section Term Expiration
Brent Buck 1 2010
Dana Allison 2 2011
Terry Sandusky 3 2012
Michele Green 4 2012
Bob Cawley 5 2011
Nancy Cronkite 6 2010
Scott Norton 7 2012
Barbara Ladner 8 2010
Lori Kenneson 9 2011
Jim Bubar 10 2012
Curtis Culberson 11 2010
Lucy Richard 12 2010
Susan Cook 13 2012
Susan Goulet 14 2012
John R. Johnston 15 2012
Julie Freeman 16 2010
Paul Saija 17 2010
City of Presque Isle
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS
2010-2011
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City of Presque Isle
CURRENT ELECTED OFFICIALS
U.S. Senator Olympia Snowe
Washington, DC: 154 Russell Senate Office Building, 20510-1903
Phone: 202-224-5344
Email: Olympia@snowe.senate.gov
Locally: 169 Academy St., Presque Isle, ME 04769
Phone: 207-764-5124 Contact: Sharon Campbell
U.S. Senator Susan Collins
Washington, DC: 461 Dirksen Senate Office Building, 20510
Phone: 202-224-2523
Email: www.collins.senate.gov
Locally: 25 Sweden St. Suite A, Caribou, ME 04736
Phone: 207-493-7873 Contact: Phil Bosse
U.S. Congressman/State Representative Michael Michaud
Washington, DC: 1723 Longworth House Office Building, 20515
Phone: 202-225-6306
Email: www.house.gov/Michaud
Locally: 445 Main St., Presque Isle, ME 04769
Phone: 207-764-1036 Contact: Barbara Hayslett
State Senator Roger Sherman
State House Station 3 PO Box 682
Augusta, ME 04333-0003 Houlton, ME 04730
207-287-1515 207-532-7073
1-800-423-6900
Representative Michael Willette
State House Station 2 80 Hardy St.
Augusta, ME 04333-0002 Presque Isle, ME 04769
Augusta: 207-287-1400 Home: 207-762-7181
Year-round toll free House of Representatives Message Center:
1-800-423-2900
or
Maine Legislative Internet Web Site: hhtp://janus.state.us/legis
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City Manager
City Hall, 12 Second Street
Business Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Telephone: 760-2785 Fax: 764-2501
Email: jbennett@presqueisleme.us
www.presqueisle.govoffice2.com
I offer this letter of transmittal, after essentially
concluding my first full year as your City Manager. I
am pleased to offer my thoughts and recap of the
2010 year. I will do so in three parts. First, I will
offer a brief summary of the significant events and
changes the year brought forth. Second, I will offer
a preview of what to expect in 2011. Finally, I will
offer some thoughts regarding the long term vision
for our community.
In reflecting on the past year, I was reminded of
a quote from the book Flight of the Buffalo (1994).
James Belasco and Ralph Stayer wrote “change is
hard because people overestimate the value of
what they have—and underestimate the value of
what they may gain by giving that up.”
Our community has so many special attributes; ones that we need to protect and
cherish. As the world changes at an ever so quickening pace around us, our natural
tendency is to fight all change in hopes that it will keep sacred that which we cherish
most. Ironically, more often than not, that strategy does not work and leaves us
frustrated and disillusioned. Our collective responsibility is to have a dialogue on what
changes to embrace and which traditions and customs do we protect.
The development of the 2011 budget was the beginning of this important community
dialogue. Within that process, several significant decisions were made; changes
that would be implemented in 2011.
To keep the municipal side of the property tax rate flat, the business as usual mantra
had to be changed. The current operation is not sustainable without asking the taxpayer
to reach deeper in an ‘ever-getting-emptier’ pocketbook. The Council endorsed
a plan to restructure government; a difficult choice that eliminated seven (7) full-time
positions. As tough as those decisions were, it generated an annual operational savings
of $338,000, or $0.64 on the tax rate.
In addition, we wrestled with the long standing practice of using property tax dollars
to subsidize the cost of solid waste. The introduction of the ‘Pay-As-You-Throw’
program, once fully implemented, should eliminate another $1.00 on the tax rate. It is
too early to know if we will collectively recycle more than anticipated. Even if that is the
case (causing the short term forecast to be off), it is always a good thing.
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In 2011, the collective discussion about the future of our community will continue.
The Council has endorsed the creation of a Strategic Plan. It is a powerful tool that is
adapted from the private sector and has resulted in tangible results in other
communities. The plan is designed to critically analyze the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats. From that work, the development of specific goals is
presented; goals that can be accomplished over the next three to five years.
The critical review of staffing levels will continue. The expectation is that every
opportunity will be used to explore non-traditional ways of delivering services without
raising taxes.
We will seek to see if there is an answer to the question of a new community center.
There are no easy answers to this question. You can expect a thorough analysis to be
available to assist in making the decision.
In looking forward to the next few years, I am reminded of Peter Drucker’s
comments in his 1999 book Management Challenges for the 21st Century. He wrote,
“Everybody has accepted by now that change is unavoidable. But that still implies that
change is like death and taxes — it should be postponed as long as possible and no
change would be vastly preferable. But in a period of upheaval, such as the one we are
living in, change is the norm.”
A strategy of postponing the tough decisions is not a strategy; it is denial. It might
be acceptable to use this approach in our personal lives, where the impact of such
inaction is limited. However, we need to look no further than our federal government to
see the long term implications when such an approach is used by community
leadership.
I can say with certainty that your city staff does not have all the answers. I can say
with commitment that we will continue to ask the questions, even those really difficult
ones. We will work with a renewed zeal in our pursuit of the community’s desires. We
will do so with a commitment to transparency and ethical leadership that you expect.
Finally, we will do it with a sacred respect that each and every dollar we are entrusted
with has come from a much cherished location; your pocket!
Sincerely,
James A. Bennett,
City Manager
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Northern Maine Regional Airport
650 Airport Drive, Suite 11
Office Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Telephone: 764-2550 Fax: 764-2551
Email: scottw@flypresqueisle.com Web Site: www.FlyPresqueIsle.com
General Aviation: 764-2555
VISION STATEMENT
It is the Vision of the Northern Maine Regional Airport
(PQI) to embark on a path of long term sustainable
growth in revenues, aircraft operations, and aviation
services. This growth will be managed in such a
way as to reduce the dependence of PQI on the local
and county taxpayer. PQI has adequate infrastructure
already in place to support substantial activity which
should result in increased net revenues to the Airport, thereby reducing the overall
burden of operating the Airport on the taxpayer.
Overall, 2010 was a very good year for the Northern Maine Regional Airport (PQI).
The Airport began to prepare for the two World Cup Biathlon events scheduled for
January and February of 2011. Boardings at PQI were up 15% over 2009. In addition,
the airport completed the purchase of two large pieces of snow removal equipment. The
planning and engineering required to reconstruct the General Aviation ramp got
underway. The airport undertook a cost reduction program to support a zero property
tax increase mandate from City Council. Lastly, the airport’s focus on safety resulted in
an excellent FAA annual inspection and a “Station of the Year” Award.
Once again, the key role that PQI plays in the future economic development of the
region was demonstrated in its support of two World Cup Biathlon events. Without the
outstanding facilities which include the newly reconstructed second longest runway in
Maine, new instrument landing system
and the large fire rescue equipment, the
athletes would have to be brought in by
ground from Bangor. Imagine the negative
first impression that the 3 hour ride
from Bangor would give to these inter-
national athletes. While some of the athletes
arrived via US Airways Express,
over 200 of the athletes arrived on two
chartered Boeing 737-800 aircraft. These
are 189 seat aircraft which are typically
found at much larger airports. Airport staff
began the necessary planning to provide
full ground support for the aircraft including
passenger deplaning, security screen-
Photo by: Mark Strelka
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ing, fueling and baggage handling. In
an effort to keep costs low for the local
organizers of the events, airport
staff solicited volunteers with extensive
aircraft handling experience to
work alongside and direct biathlon
volunteers.
        With improving economic conditions,
boardings recovered by 15 percent.
All four quarters of 2010 were
very good with the second quarter up
over 23%. It is expected as the economy
improves, the enplanements will
increase beyond the pre-recession
levels. This is due in large part to a
change in pricing strategy for PQI as compared to the Bangor International Airport.
Pinnacle Air Group, the new owners of Colgan Air, continue to look for ways to reduce
the price difference between the two airports. This can be difficult at times given the
complex pricing structures and greater number of stops that PQI passengers typically
have to make to get to some of our most popular destinations.
       The airport staff is working with the Maine congressional delegation and other
airports to identify and build support for changes to the Essential Air Service program
(EAS). EAS is the Federal government program which provides a subsidy to the airline
to provide service to PQI. One of the key reforms being sought in the program is the
introduction of some level of price control. Essentially as a condition of receiving the
subsidy, the airline would need to pick an appropriate pricing benchmark. For PQI, the
appropriate benchmark would be the average cost per mile flown for a passenger flying
out of Bangor International. It is hoped that such a system would bring the average
price per ticket in Presque Isle within 5% of Bangor. Prior to the EAS subsidy at PQI,
this was the average difference in the price per ticket throughout the 1990s.
       In 2010, two major pieces of snow
removal equipment were purchased. The
source of  97.5% of the funding for these two
pieces of equipment came from the State
and Federal governments. The first piece of
equipment was a large tracked tractor. The
tractor was necessary for snow removal in
the instrument landing system critical area,
which is in a wetland. The wetland could
not be filled in to allow trucks to clear snow
but a tracked machine can clear the area
easily. The second piece of equipment was
a large payloader. This loader replaces an
older loader which is used with our mainline
Photo by: Mark Strelka
Snow Removal Equipment
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snowblower. In addition to the snow removal equipment, the engineering and planning
for the reconstruction and paving of the General Aviation ramp was funded at the
97.5% level by FAA and Maine Department of Transportation. The current pavement
on the General Aviation ramp is old and is deteriorating. Also included in the project is
the redesign of the ramp layout. We are looking at ways that taxiing and parking of
aircraft can be made easier for pilots. The key change will be the elimination of a narrow
strip of grass that separates the taxiway and the ramp. This will open up access to the
ramp and allow aircraft to exit the taxiway and move directly into a parking slot. Also,
there will be at least two parking spots for large aircraft such as Boeing 727s and C130
military aircraft.
In 2010, the local and national economy did not recover to pre-recession levels.
Due to decreased revenues to the City of Presque Isle, all City departments were
asked to look for ways to reduce spending. One key area that the airport department
participated in this efforts was in the reduction of full time positions. Due to a retirement,
the position of office manager at General Aviation was vacant. After a detailed
study of the duties and their required completion times, it appeared that it was feasible
to eliminate some of the duties and reassign others. As a result, the position has been
eliminated at significant savings to the City of Presque Isle.
Safety of the air traveler always has to be the number one priority at airports. The
responsibility for safety is shared between the City of Presque Isle and Colgan Air. As
the operator of the airport, the City of Presque Isle is required to develop and implement
an extensive safety program to maintain FAA Part 139 certification. As part of
that certification process, the airport undergoes an exhaustive two day inspection
annually to ensure that the airport is being maintained to the highest safety standards.
In 2010, the City of Presque Isle received a very favorable review at the conclusion of
the inspection. Colgan Air which does business as US Airways Express provides airline
service at PQI. A key component of providing that service is ground handling. Ground
crews are responsible for doing everything from providing electrical ground power to
loading the baggage on to the
aircraft. While doing this, the
ground crews must follow very
detailed procedures to ensure
the aircraft is not damaged.
Last year, the ground crew at
Presque Isle won “Station of
the Year” for the entire company
for their outstanding performance
in providing ground
services.
Respectfully Submitted,
Scott Wardwell
Airport Director
General Aviation
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Finance Department
City Hall, 12 Second Street
Director’s Business Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Hours for City Clerk/Tax Collector: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
General Assistance Hours: 8:00 AM-11:00 AM Monday-Friday
Finance Director: 760-2717 e-mail: pwebb@presqueisleme.us
Tax Collector: 760-2741 e-mail: douellette@presqueisleme.us
City Clerk: 760-2720 e-mail: blabbe@presqueisleme.us
General Assistance: 760-2715 e-mail: colsen@presqueisleme.us
Voter Registration: 760-2720 General Assistance: 764-2515
VISION STATEMENT
The Finance Department will assure the effective management and financial integrity
of the City of Presque Isle by developing, implementing and monitoring City policies,
using the latest computer technology and following generally accepted accounting
principles in the areas of budget administration, accounting and internal controls. We
are committed to reaching our maximum potential by centralizing our department and
by having a fully trained, cross trained and motivated staff to provide the most
personalized and efficient quality of service to the citizens of Presque Isle.
In 2010, the City was once again being recognized by the Government Finance
Officers Association for Excellence in Financial Reporting, receiving the Certificate of
Achievement for the City’s Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 2009. This is the eleventh consecutive year that the
City of Presque Isle has received this award.
The 2010 commitment for property taxes was $12.1 million: $6.1 million for the
City, $5.4 million for the School District and $.6 million for the County.
In addition to property tax revenue the City received $1.4 million in excise taxes,
$1.7 million from the State, and $2.6 million charged for various fees and services for a
total of $17.6 in revenues. Expenditures included $11.4 for municipal expenses and $6
million for the schools and county appropriation for a total $17.4 million.
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For the year 2010, the City’s actual revenues were $570 thousand below budget
and expenditures were $595 thousand below budget for a net return to unreserved,
undesignated general fund balance of $25 thousand from operations. In addition the
City Council authorized the use of $573 of Surplus for one-time non-recurring
expenditures:
$255 thousand for the Library Addition,
$286 thousand for the proposed Community Center, and
$32 thousand for early retirement incentives.
The following graph shows how the money in the general fund was spent.
In 2010 the City’s Finance Department consisted of four offices, seven full time
employees:
Finance Director/City Treasurer, Priscilla (Pat) Webb who has been with the City
for 4 years;
Accounts Payable Clerk/Municipal Bookkeeper, Sharon DeMerchant, 31 years;
Tax Collector/Office Manager and Deputy City Clerk, Deborah Ouellette, 4 years;
City Clerk/Deputy Tax Collector, Nancy Nichols, 18 years;
3 Deputy Tax Collector/Deputy City Clerks:
Sharon Barclay, 32 years,
Linda Brewer, 6 years,
Christina Olsen, 3 years – part time,
General Assistance Administrator, Christina Olsen – part time.
Near the end of the year Nancy Nichols resigned as City Clerk. Her replacement,
BeverlyLabbe, assumed her new duties as City Clerk in early 2011.
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The Accounting Office is responsible for all of the accounting functions of the City
ranging from monitoring and recording all cash receipts and disbursements, investing
funds, reporting to the councilors on a monthly basis the finances of the City, and
preparing all financial statements.
Tax Collection Office is responsible for issuing property tax bills; processing tax club
and regular tax payments; placing liens for non-payment of taxes; registering motor
vehicles for the Maine Bureau of Motor Vehicles; processing recreational vehicle
registrations for the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries & Wildlife.
The City Clerk Office is responsible for the processing of vital records including birth,
marriage, and death certificates; processing various business licenses, issuing dog
licenses, issuing hunting and fishing licenses, administering all elections for the City and
recording the official minutes of all city council meetings.
All of the clerks are sworn in as both Deputy Tax Clerks and Deputy City Clerks so
they can provide support for both functions. The Tax Collector manages the day to
day operations of the Tax Collection/Clerk office.
The General Assistance Office provided financial help for needy families and
individuals. This assistance is for basic needs only. General Assistance is mandated by
the state, guidelines are set by the state and the state reimburses 50% of all
disbursements made. During 2010, $71,870 payments were made; $35,935 reimbursed
by the state.
Note: Statements from the City of Presque Isle’s Audited 2010 Financial Report can
be found immediately after the departmental reports.
The entire Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for 2010 is available on the City’s
website and can also be viewed at City Hall.
Respectfully submitted,
Priscilla (Pat) Webb,
Finance Director
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City Clerk
City Hall, 12 Second Street
Office Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Telephone: 760-2720 Fax: 764-2521 Voter Registration: 760-2723
Email: blabbe@presqueisleme.us
     The City Clerk is responsible for the processing of vital records which include birth,
marriage, and death certificates. Various business licenses, such as liquor, special
amusement and dog licenses are managed through the Clerk’s office in addition to
administering all elections for the City. Recording the minutes of all City Council meet-
ings is also a responsibility of the Clerk. All of the Clerks are sworn in as both deputy
tax clerks and deputy city clerks so they can provide support for both functions.
Twenty-six meetings of the City Council were recorded and verified by the City Clerk.
2010 Elections
May 18, 2010 MSAD #1 Budget Validation Referendum Election
June 8, 2010 Primary/Referendum Election
November 2, 2010 Municipal/MSAD #1 Election
A total of 232 births, 135 deaths, and 69 marriages were recorded during 2010 in
the City of Presque Isle.
The following items were issued by the Tax/Clerk’s office during 2010:
3 Automobile Graveyard and/or Junkyard Permits 3 Solid Waste Collector License
927 Dog Licenses 9 Special Amusement License
1672 Certified Copies 1 Nude Entertainment License
878 Hunting & Fishing Licenses 3 Taxi Cab Service
1 Bowling Alley License 27 Taxi Cab Drivers’ License
1 Employment Agency License 7 Malt, Spirituous & Vinous Liquor License
1 Juke Box License 4 Pawn Broker License
On July 12, 2010, new statutes governing vital records (birth, death and marriage
licenses) were instituted. Photo ID and proof of lineage is now required if you
wish to obtain any vital record less than 100 years old.
Nancy G. Nichols, who served the City of Presque Isle for seventeen years, resigned
her position as City Clerk in early December. She has done a fine job serving
the community of Presque Isle, and will be greatly missed.
I would be remiss not to give special thanks to Debbie Ouellette, Sharon Barclay,
Linda Brewer, Christina (Kaiser) Olsen and Debra Milton who serve the public faithfully
every day. It has been an honor to work with them.
Respectfully submitted,
Beverly A. Labbe
City Clerk
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Fire Department
43 North Street, Suite 1
Emergency Telephone: 911
All other calls: 769-0881
Web Site: www.pifd.org Email: pifire@maine.rr.com
VISION STATEMENT
The Presque Isle Fire Department will provide to the citizens of Presque Isle a highly
trained and equipped staff of professional responders. Presque Isle Fire Department is
completely dedicated to providing life and property protection through fire suppression,
prevention, education, and inspection. We will continually be committed to being a
leader in the fire service.
     The year 2010 was very busy for the Fire Department. In addition to our daily
operations, we hosted the Maine State Federation of Firefighters Annual Statewide
Convention in September. The planning for this convention started long before the
actual event. Firefighter/Driver Grant Spinney, convention chair and his committee did
an excellent job and dedicated many hours on and off duty to make this the best State
Convention in many years. The convention brought hundreds of firefighters from around
the state to Presque Isle. Every hotel was booked months in advance and area
restaurants and businesses were busy. Vendors and firefighters started arriving on
Friday night. Saturday started off with the biggest parade we have seen here in Presque
Isle for a long time. Hundreds of fire apparatus and marching units as well as local
Queens and entrants filled Main St. The banquet was held at the Presque Isle Inn and
Convention Center with
over 400 in attendance to hear
1970’s television star, Randy
Mantooth, talk about his time on
the hit show “Emergency” as “
Johnny Gage” and how it helped
shape the future of fire and emergency
services. While at the
Banquet, Bob Jackson, a full-time
fire fighter at Presque Isle Fire
Department received the
“Firefighter of the Year Award” for
the State of Maine. It is a great
honor to have one of our own receives
this award. Congratulations
Bob!! Following the banquet Maine comedian Bob Marley entertained a capacity crowd
at the forum building. The following day we hosted the State Fireman’s muster a series
of events to challenge teams of firefighters and their skills. The weekend was a huge
success and made possible by the coordinated efforts of the fulltime staff,
callfirefighters and the ladies auxiliary as well as many community groups.
Maine State Federation of Firefighters parade held in Presque Isle
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      The department had a busy year answering calls for service as well. We had 293
calls for service with an average response time of 5 minutes or less. The busiest day of
the week for calls is Wednesday followed closely by Monday and the busiest time of day
is from 10:00am to 3:00pm. The calls are broken down as follows:
Fires 38
Overpressure, explosion, overheat 2
Rescue/Emergency Medical Assistance 57
Hazardous Conditions, no fire 35
Service call 75
Good Intent Call 32
False alarm/false call 43
Investigate Citizen Complaints 11
Total 293
Life Safety Inspections 375
      In December longtime member Fred
Parsons retired. Firemen Fred as he is
better known throughout the community
started his career in 1982 as a Volunteer
Firefighter; in 1984 he was then hired as
a full-time member of the department.
Fred was a dedicated firefighter who gave
his all to not only serving the community
in emergency situations but spent countless
hours of his time entertaining various
community groups and organizations. We
wish Fred the very best in his retirement
from the City.
Fireman Fred Parsons entertaining at the
Maine State Federation of Firefighters parade (MSFF)
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Aroostook County Decontamination Strike Team (DST #1)
      The Presque Isle strike team for the year of 2010 has been a year of maintaining.
Our team is funded by the State of Maine operated through the Aroostook County
Emergency Management Agency which serves not only Presque Isle but the entire
County. Our team which is made up of 19 volunteer members has done a fantastic job
over the years training to be prepared to respond to a Weapons of Mass Destruction
(WMD) incident and perform decontamination procedures. I would like to specially
thank Vince Baldwin, who is the coordinator for the team.
      This year was no different. Our team like most organizations had to deal with less
overall operational funding, but we still have kept up our level of commitment and
training. The team has sharpened their skills with training classes such as hazardous
chemical metering, incident command, hazmat recon teams, response and identification
tasks and tanker rollover to name a few.
      Each year the team participates in a State of Maine full scale exercise. This year we
attended the drill in Madawaska. The purpose of the exercise is to show competency in
operating at a WMD incident and working together as part of a larger scale incident.
      It is our goal to stay prepared to assist in serving our County and local community in
the event of a hazardous material incident. I am proud to say that our team is highly
skilled and prepared to respond in this capacity. In the year to come we expect the
same budget restraints but I also expect our dedicated members to provide the same
high level of service to our area.
Fire Prevention Programs
      The fire prevention programs
in 2010 were a huge success. Fire
Prevention Coordinators
Adam Rider and Grant Spinney
visited about 700 elementary
age students during the month of
October. They also ran a fire
prevention contest for all elementary
students in SAD #1 giving all the
classroom winners a free t-shirt and
a free smoke detector. There
were also two overall winners
chosen that received a ride to
school in a fire truck. We have
found over the years that working
with the students on fire prevention
gets the messages home
that you want. When you tell a six year old that they need to test their smoke detectors
and have a fire escape plan for their homes, they will keep at their parents until they do
it. We would like to say a special thank you to Maine Mutual Insurance Group for
purchasing the t-shirts each year for the fire prevention contest.
Children from ACAP learning about fire prevention and safety.
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      The Department would like to remind the public that we have a smoke detector
program for any residents living in the City of Presque Isle and that own their homes.
The target groups are homes with the elderly and with small children living in them. The
applications are available at the station and the department will call to set up an
appointment to install the smoke detectors.
      The Presque Isle Fire Department has been working on pulling together a
collaborative for Aroostook County on Juvenile Fire setting Intervention. Adam Rider is
the coordinator for the program. The Collaborative is growing and moving forward. This
has been a much needed program for the State. Each year, fires set by juveniles
account  for a large percentage of injuries, property damage, and even death. From
2000 through 2008, the Maine Fire Incident Reporting System reported 2018 juvenile
set fires, 12 fatalities, 98 injuries to civilian and fire service personnel, and $34,842,847
in property loss. We recently offered a training to gain more juvenile fire setter
screeners for the program. This will allow us to have trained personnel to deal with
these situations in Aroostook County.
      Our Child Safety Seat Program is going
very well. We have 4 licensed technicians that
can inspect child car seats.
     Remember that every child needs to be in a
       car seat or booster seat until the age of 8.
We try to keep a few seats on hand to
accommodate motorists that need car seats. We
recommend that you call ahead for an
appointment to ensure that a technician is on
duty for the date and time you would like to stop by.
New Smoke Detector and Carbon Monoxide Detector Law in Maine:
      Due primarily to the increased frequency of CO related poisonings in Maine over the
past five years the 124th Maine Legislature passed “An Act to Protect Maine Residents
from Home Fires and Carbon Monoxide.” The portions of the law mandating installation
and maintenance of CO detectors are entirely new while those dealing with smoke
detectors are changes to an existing statute.
*Owners of single-family or multifamily occupancies are required to have a working
smoke detector, photoelectric or ionization, in each area within or giving access to
bedrooms.
*After October 31, 2009 smoke detectors installed in a multifamily or newly constructed
single-family occupancy must be powered by both the electrical service in the building
or dwelling and by battery. Batteries act as a backup to regular electrical service.
Fireman Tony Robichaud performing a child safety
seat inspection at the fire station.
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*Any smoke detector located within 20 feet of a kitchen or a bathroom containing a tub
or shower must be a photoelectric-type smoke detector for new construction or
remodeling of single family dwellings.
*Carbon monoxide detectors must be powered by a battery and the electrical service for
any multi-family dwellings and for new construction of single-family dwellings in each
area giving access to bedrooms.
*Carbon monoxide detectors must be provided for each apartment of a multi-family
dwelling in each area giving access to bedrooms and they must be powered by both the
electrical service in the building and by battery. Batteries act as a backup to regular
electrical service.
       The Presque Isle Fire Department would like to thank many of the community
businesses and organizations for their continued support throughout this year and for
past years. I, personally, would like to thank the City Council, City Manager, full-time
staff and volunteers, as well as the public, for their continued support.
Remember to test your smoke detectors once a month
and clean your chimney if you burn wood.
      If you have any fire-related questions, or would like a tour of your Fire Department,
give us a call at 769-0881 and we will do our best to accommodate you.
Respectfully Submitted,
Darrell White
Fire Chief
Department mascots. Full-time firefighter Vince Baldwin with son
Joshua, Madelyn Buzza with her Dad Call Captain Aaron.
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The Forum
PO Box 784/84 Mechanic Street
Business Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Telephone: 764-0491 Fax: 764-2525
Email: theforum@mfx.net Web Site: www.presqueisleforum.com
VISION STATEMENT
With the support of its patrons and staff The Forum will continue to expand and
improve the quantity and quality of its business and event programming to create a
constantly increasing demand for use, space and services to the point of needing a
larger facility.
As with 2009, The Forum held its own with the struggling economy. We, once again,
reduced expenses and, even with the loss of a major event, managed to keep our rate
of return for each dollar spent at 67%.
Skating activities showed no improvement, down 2% overall with the exception of
Ice Time Rental, Skate Sharpening and Skate Rentals, each with a slight increase. The
Forum was home to 13 major events as well as, providing assistance or support to 10
other events around the county.
The total ice season consisted of 25 weeks which included the newly expanded four
weeks of summer ice. The summer of 2010 will be remembered for its unprecedented
heat and humidity and the fact the one of the two compressors came apart. While we
were able to hold the ice for the remainder of the summer ice season, we did lose 3
days when the ice was just too soft to rent.
As always, the 2009/10 ice season ended with another production of A Musical on
Ice in March. The 28th annual event was titled “So You Think You Can Skate?” and was
a great success. The ice show was followed by McCluskey’s RV and Trailer Show then
the Fort Fairfield Chamber of Commerce’ Agri-Business Trade Fair. April began with
the MPG Farm Days Trade Show and Expo followed by the Spring Open Market. This
was the first time for this event which is basically
the Spring Arts, Crafts & Collectibles
Fair with new less strict rules. This was
done to reverse the dropping attendance
with the old format. The open market was
followed by the Kiwanis Home and Recreation
Show with the Spring Trash & Treasure
Sale rounding out the month.
       The Anah Temple Shrine Circus opened
the month of May with six shows. The circus
was followed by a new event, the Spud
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Speedway Motor Sports Show which, hopefully, will become a regular annual event.
The summer ice season was extended to four weeks in an effort to increase usage
by making the ice available over a longer period of time. This met with some success
and will be re-examined for the 2011 season.
Immediately after the summer ice season set up began for the Northern Maine Fair.
This event was held July 30 through August 7. As in previous years The Forum played
host to a classic vehicle show that included snowmobiles, a historical pavilion, the first
annual Miss Northern Maine Fair Pageant and finally a battle of the bands with special
guest Jessica Prouty. August finished up with the Balloon Fest during which The Forum,
once again, hosted the Key Bank and Kiwanis Youth Day.
September was a very full month. Following the Labor Day holiday the Presque
Isle Fire Department hosted the State
Firemen’s Muster with Bob Marley as
part of the three days of activities.
The Fall Trash & Treasure Sale was
held the weekend of the 25th with a
sold out auditorium and great crowds
attending. Sadly, we did lose one
event during the month. This event
had been displaced by the Firemen’s
Muster and chose to skip a year instead
of attempting to move the show.
October started with Northern
Maine Community College and
WAGM Television’s Fall & Winter
Expo. This is one of the newer
events and is very well received.
The last event for the show season
was the Fall Arts, Crafts & Collectibles
Fair. This show has been
struggling since the downturn in the
economy and continued to do so
this year. The cost of coming to the
county, as well as competition from
a new venue has force our exhibitors,
particularly the down state and
out of state exhibitors, to make
other plans. This makes it extremely
difficult to fill the event.
Fall & Winter Expo
Fall Arts, Crafts & Collectibles Fair
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October 17 was the first
day of the 2010/2011 ice
season which brought
hockey clinics and games,
tournaments, figure skating
and public skating. Our regular
ice users include; Presque
Isle Youth Hockey, The
Northern Maine Figure Skating
Club, formerly the Skating
Club of Maine, the Gentlemen’s
Hockey Association,
Presque Isle High School
Varsity Hockey, The University
of Maine and Northern
Maine Community College.
Other Activities throughout the year included table, chair and pipe and drape rentals
as well as, some outside setups. Capital improvements for the year were limited to the
refurbishment of our 1986 forklift.
The Forum Advisory Committee worked hard to improve The Forum. 2010 members
include Roger Hoffses, Chairman, Lucy Richard, Vice Chair, members Bonnie
DeVaney, Clarence Bell, George Tompkins, Gretchen Brissette and Jennifer Trombley.
The most important change to The Forum occurred during the 2011 budget proposal
when the council voted to merge The Forum with the Recreation and Parks
Department, removing myself as director after 21 years at the post. I would like to thank
the Forum Advisory Committee for their hard work and dedication, the City Manager
and City Council and all the other City Departments who provided The Forum with
invaluable support. I would most sincerely like to thank my key people; Sandra Bonville,
David Cyr III, Garrett Belanger, Mike Michaud and Brian Gilmer as well as, a host of
part-time employees for the years of support and dedicated service to The Forum.
Respectfully Submitted,
James F. Kaiser
Forum Director
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Industrial Council
650 Airport Drive, Suite 10
Business Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Telephone: 764-2542 Fax: 764-2544 Email: larryc@pqiic.com
       The Presque Isle Industrial Council
(PIIC) was incorporated in 1961 as a
non-profit corporation governed by a
board of seven directors. The directors
include two representatives from the
City Council; two representatives from
the Presque Isle Area Chamber of Commerce;
and three representatives from the Community-at-Large. The PIIC is responsible
for the management and development of City owned properties that includes Skyway
Industrial Park; Office Park; Fairview Acres; former Gouldville School; and the
Cunningham land site. Also, the PIIC is responsible for the oversight of various reserve
accounts that includes Spec Building Program, Capital Improvement Program, Land
Sales, and Railroad Maintenance for the 5.5 miles of City owned trackage. The PIIC
staff includes three full time and four seasonal employees.
       In reviewing the activities for
2010, it was a most challenging
year based on the downturn in the
overall economy. Fortunately, the
majority of businesses located on
Skyway Industrial Park continued
operating with minimal work force
reductions. The PIIC worked in
close cooperation with the City’s
Planning Department, Aroostook
Partnership for Progress and
Northern Maine Development
Commission to market and promote
economic growth within the
City.
       The highlights for 2010 include: support and testimony for the State to acquire
certain Montreal, Maine and Atlantic (MMA) Railroad assets; sale of Gouldville property;
continued marketing of the Cunningham site; land acquisitions for the future Community
Center; Brownfields Grant; Tax Increment Financing Amendment; major renovations
and sub-division of the former Public Works Building; and an active building and
grounds program.
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In February, the Montreal, Maine and Atlantic Railroad officially filed to abandon
service on 233 miles of rail from Millinocket to Madawaska which included service to
Presque Isle. The PIIC testified in favor of and supported the State of Maine purchasing
the trackage and to negotiate an agreement for a new operator to provide rail service.
Following a public referendum vote, monies were approved for the State to acquire
the rail lines from MMA. Also, a substantial grant (10.5 Million) was awarded to
the State to upgrade the rail lines. Several local entities and businesses were involved
in this project which is of significant importance to the County.
In 2006, the former Gouldville School was deeded to the City and placed under the
management of the PIIC. At that time, Aroostook County Action Program (ACAP) had
been leasing the building, from MSAD #1, for a Day Care Center and Head Start
Programs. ACAP continued to lease the building on an annual basis. Following several
discussions with ACAP on their long term needs and the need for building improvements,
it was mutually agreed, it was in ACAP’s and the City’s interest for their agency to own
and renovate the building. Accordingly, a sale was negotiated and subsequently Federal
Grants were awarded to ACAP for classroom and heating system upgrades. It is
interesting to note, the building was constructed for educational purposes and remains
for that same purpose today and foreseeable future.
The PIIC, at the request of the City Council, began in 2008 to negotiate and acquire
properties along Chapman Road on which to locate a “future” Community Center
Building. In 2008, three privately owned properties were acquired and in 2010 an
additional six properties were acquired. The project involved asbestos assessment and
abatement; and the demolition and removal of five houses. An application for a
Brownfields Grant ($200,000) to remediate the Webber property was awarded to the
City and will be completed in 2011. An agreement was negotiated for the release of a
“reversionary covenant” for the property originally owned by the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad and deeded to the City for recreational purposes which includes the outdoor
pool and baseball diamond on Main Street. This release allows the City the right to sell
this property, if it so chooses, at any time in the future as the City progresses with the
development of Community Center. Also, the release allowed for the land exchange
with the Haines Family for property on Chapman Street.
In 2008, a “Request for Proposal” was prepared and advertised for the redevelopment
of the City owned Cunningham Site, which generated minimal interest. Efforts were
renewed in 2010 to work with a developer who expressed serious interest; however, the
decision not to proceed was made based on the economy and estimated project cost.
We continue to believe the site is an excellent location for apartments and/or condominiums
and will attract interest as the economy improves.
In 2008, the PIIC negotiated and prepared a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) District
and Program for the Hampton Inn project. An amendment was approved allowing the
City to shelter and apply its funds for the future construction of sidewalks along Main
Street and Carmichael Streets; and the construction of Spruce Street all within the TIF
District.
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In August, the PIIC was approached
by the Northern Maine
Community College (NMCC) for
their interest in establishing a
Center for Excellence in Alternative
Energy Training and Education.
Following negotiations and a
lease agreement, major renovations
were completed to the former
Public Works Garage that included
new floors, siding, electrical,
lighting, heating system, and
interior finishes. The building was
sub-divided to include 4,200 square feet for NMCC and provides an additional 3,600
square feet for new and/or expanded business opportunities.
Capital Improvement Projects
were completed on five buildings
that included the continued
replacement of siding on the former
International Paper Company
Building; roof replacement of 2,000
square feet on the former Converse
Building; new chimneys and liners
on Building 306 and 307; and
replacement of the heating system
in the PIIC’s shop building. Also, an
active grounds maintenance
program including mulching,
mowing, and trimming for both on
and off the Industrial Park was
completed throughout the summer months.
The Presque Isle Industrial Council’s operating expenses for the year were
$338,782 and debt service was $51,683. Revenues invoiced on behalf of the City were
$559,458 which provided a net return of $168,993 to the City.
The officers and directors for 2010 were: Frank Bemis, President; Calvin Hall, Vice
President; Scott Norton, Secretary/Treasurer; Billie Brodsky; Mel Hovey; Michael
MacPherson; Hal Stewart; and ex-officio member City Manager, Jim Bennett.
Respectfully submitted,
Larry E. Clark
Executive Director
Presque Isle Industrial Council
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Mark and Emily Turner Memorial Library
39 Second Street
Hours vary — call or visit web site for information
Telephone: 764-2571 Fax: 768-5756
Email: sonjaplummer@presqueisle.lib.me.us
VISION STATEMENT
The Mark and Emily Turner Memorial
Library will be a model of public
access to information and a place in
our community that provides a
comfortable, welcoming atmosphere for
all citizens to pursue their educational,
recreational and cultural interests.
MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Mark & Emily
Turner Memorial Library is to provide
quality materials and services in a
comfortable, open environment. We
strive to enhance lifelong learning and
personal growth while fostering a
community connection.
Equally important is the ability to adapt to change. This was tested this year in a
number of ways, but perhaps most visible was the number of persons interested in
downloadable books. Books, newspapers, reports, and other readable materials that
are downloaded onto a device such as an e-reader, phone, or computer became
popular and community members turned to librarians seeking what device to purchase,
how to use the device, and for access to downloadable material.
We continue to be enthusiastic about the future and respect our traditional roots.
Our purpose is to provide a social gathering place, cultural center, and provide a
collection of materials that our community wants and needs.
Library Historical Timeline
Early Store Front Libraries 1874 – 1908
Presque Isle Free Public Library 1908 – 1966
Expanded Mark & Emily 1967 – present
Turner Memorial Library
Library Grows Larger
       The year 2010 sets an historical precedent for rapid changes in library services in
Presque Isle. Selected to receive a million dollar donation by Mary Smith, daughter of
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Hope and Bob Akeley of Presque
Isle, Mary was raised in Presque Isle
and she expressed her reasons for
the donation as a way to show
appreciation and give back to the
community in which she was raised.
The donation was accepted by
our Council and Library Board of
Trustees and efforts began to raise
the additional funds needed to
complete a building expansion. The
library expansion project remained in
the planning stages since the late
1990’s with the major impetus to
install an elevator and increase
space.
The library expansion plan was then set on a dynamic course to increase usable
space by 45%, upgrade systems for greater energy efficiency, and install an elevator to
comply with the spirit of accessibility laws. It was an extraordinary year and a new
beginning for our busy library. It is anticipated that the newly renovated library
functioning fully during August 2011.
Library Expands Family Literacy Efforts
       The Barbara Bush Family Literacy Foundation awarded the library $25,000 and
Barbara Bush presented the library with the check in a ceremony downstate. We
focused our efforts on providing literacy and tutoring services to families in the area in
collaboration with several area agencies. Our staff visited daycares and centers to
read with families. Also as a result of this grant, we have a large collection of literacy
materials as part of our collection.
Services Provided
       Libraries are not just about books. They are social gathering places, keeper of
history records, provide the most current reading materials, and give the community a
venue to help people improve their lives. Most of all, however, a dedicated, friendly
staff trained to help you find what you need is one of the most important things a library
can provide. For services and materials, here are a few things that the library offers
our community and visitors:
?Literacy materials for recreation and educational purposes in a variety of
  formats including print and electronic formats
?Public access computers with high speed wi-fi access
?A space to meet for area nonprofits
Pictured left to right are: Jim Bennett, Calvin Hall, Nola Farley,
Elaine Sipe, Haley Johnston, Kevin Sipe, Gail Roy, Theresa
Fowler, Sonja Plummer-Morgan, Miles Williams, Walt Elish,
Paul Hamlin
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Construction at the library
?Information services
?Vibrant genealogical help and resources.
?Teen services for book clubs, volunteer opportunities, and programs.
?Adult book clubs and programs
?Reference services in person, by phone, mail, email, and online services
  through several venues.
?Notary services and official passport acceptance agency
?After school tutoring programs
?Summer Reading Programs
?Delivery to homebound patrons
?Internships to university students
?Foundation Grant Center Database
?Memorial Donation Fund to commemorate friends and loved ones
?Art Gallery with monthly shows featuring Maine artists
?Author talks and book signings
?Collection of books, e-readers, journals, magazines, DVDs, games, books on
  tape, music on CDs, maps, genealogy materials, microfilm, newspapers, tax
  forms, and more.
Circulation Statistics
In 2010, here are a few statistics we collected:
?37, 744 items were checked out of the library
?7,208 reference questions were asked and answered
?34,744 uses of our public access computers were counted
?454 items were borrowed from other libraries
?55,891 persons walked into the library
?5,724 persons
  have a library
  membership card
Respectfully Submitted,
Sonja Plummer-Morgan
Librarian, Mark and Emily
Turner Memorial Library
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DONORS OF GIFTS
Andrew & Jasmine Abovian
Rick Asam
Barbara Beaulier
Valerie Black
Gary Boone
Emily Brawn
J. Susan Brown
Judy Burleigh
Jennifer Carney
Kathryn Cilley
Marilyn Clark
Wendy Coffin
Todd Collins & Family
The County Federal Credit
Union
Linda Crane
Crown of Maine Chapter
MSLS
Lawrence Crystal
Gwen DeFelice
Carlene Dick
Brenda Donovan
Hayden Doughty
Leah Drost
Sid Duncan
Diane & David Dunlavey
Richard Engels
Jayne Farrin
Laurina Fields
Sue Foley
Hannah Gartley
Ray & Sandra Gauvin
Dr. Raymond & Karlyn
Gilmour
Dania Gomez
Jimmy Greenier Sr.
Lois Griffin
Roberta Griffiths
Florence Hallett
Flossie Hallett
Jocelyn Hewey
Melissa Hewey
Suzanne Hews
George & Caroline Higgins
Irving Woodlands LLC
Brock Junkins & Family
Katahdin Trust
Key Bank National Assoc.
Richard & Carolyn Kimball
Jan & Evelyn Kok
Carolyn Lamoreau
Dianna Leighton
Mary Little
Charlton & Jean-Alice Loder
Cheryl Lovely
George Lowe
Kenneth MacCallum
Joe McIntyre
Vincent L. McKusick
Michaela Morneault
Patty Nevers
Nor State Fed Credit Union
Judah Olugbemi
Brad Patenaude
Michael Perry
Richard Rand
William Reed
Mary Ritchie
Jeff & Sue Roberts
Nancy Roe
Dolores Roix
Gail & Earl Roy
The Shamaroo Family
Mary Barton Akeley Smith
Elaine Sipe
Dan & Rita Stimpson
Anne Stoddard
Victoria Tannenbaum
Jim Taubin
William Terry
Jennifer Trombley
UMPI Library
Bill Urban
Melissa Vance
Watching Place Productions
Debra & David Watson
Maureen Watterson
DONORS OF MEMORIAL BOOKS
Aroostook Retired Educators Asso.
Rick Asam
Katherine Blackwell
R. E. Brewer
Judith Burleigh
Class of 1942
Bonnie Cowett
Elizabeth Dexter
Brian & Sandi Dolley
Brenda Hemphill Donovan
Arlene Hardy & Family
William & Lucille Hay
Dorothy Kuether
Library Memorial Fund
Charlton & Jean-Alice Loder
Mr. & Mrs Dana Lougee, et al
Maine Agri Women
Maine School Administrative District 20
Galen & Pam Michaud
Constasnce Patterson
Nancy Shaw Perry
Sonja Plummer-Morgan
Paul & Anne Stoddard
Ann Wight
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Planning and Development
City Hall, 12 Second Street
Business Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Planning and Development Administration: 760-2703
Office of Planning and Development
Director: 760-2727/Email: karndt@presqueisleme.us
Planner: 760-2704/Email: jfrancomano@presqueisleme.us
Office of Assessing
Tax Assessor: 760-2714/Email: llafrancis@presqueisleme.us
Office of Code Enforcement
Code Enforcement: 760-2706/Email: jmcavaddy@presqueisleme.us
Office of Public Health/Special Projects
Health Inspector: 760-2770/Email: ghowe@presqueisleme.us
VISION STATEMENT
The Planning and Development Department will direct and coordinate a planning
and development process that engages residents and stakeholders; identifies
appropriate goals and objectives, assesses community planning and development
opportunities, preserves and enhances our city’s unique character, heritage and
addresses issues of importance to residents and stakeholders.
2010 was another very busy, productive and exciting year based upon the efforts
and initiatives of your community’s Planning and Development Department. In this
report we have chosen to focus upon several of the more prominent activities which our
Department has undertaken and to present those efforts to the citizens and taxpayers of
Presque Isle in this 2010-Annual Report.
Presque Isle Downtown Revitalization Planning
Over the past 5-6 years, the
City of Presque Isle has focused
considerable attention upon trying
to stimulate new private investment
in the retail/commercial core
of the city. In 2008-2009, the
Presque Isle Downtown Revitalization
Committee successfully developed
a distinctive branding logo
and tagline for the City’s historic
Central Business District, which
resulted in distinctive banners being
displayed throughout the city
core area in 2010. In 2009, a
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CDBG Downtown Revitalization grant was garnered from the Maine Office of Economic
& Community Development (DECD) to aid in the renovation and creation of new
economic development parcels along Riverside Drive, which will hopefully create
additional business investment opportunities in the downtown area. In 2010, the City
contracted for and completed those public infrastructure improvement projects in the
nicely redesigned Riverside Drive parking area and associated pedestrian walkways
connecting Main Street businesses to that public parking and subsequently to the
Riverside Park recreation area along the beautiful Presque Isle stream. Finally, in 2010,
the City began discussing various revisions to the existing zoning codes, whereby more
form based provisions would be available in the downtown core, so as to preserve the
unique character of our community. It is anticipated that those zoning code revisions will
be adopted and implemented in early 2011.
Property Assessed Clean Energy Ordinance Developed and Adopted
In December, 2009, Efficiency Maine proposed a revolving loan fund to finance energy
efficiency improvements to residential buildings throughout Maine.
In the spring of 2010, the Maine legislature passed the “PACE” law (LD 1717). This
law permits Maine homeowners to
receive a loan for home energy savings
improvements. State law requires
that participating municipalities
pass and adopt a PACE ordinance,
which allows individual homeowners
within that community to take advantage
of this program. PACE loans are
for energy weatherization improvements
through Efficiency Maine
Home Energy Savings Program.
Loans are secured to the private
property through junior mortgage
similar to a home equity loan. In case
of property sale, PACE loans are
transferable to the new owner or can be
paid off. The Planning & Development Department staff has worked with Efficiency Maine
to revise their “model” ordinance to permit residents of Presque Isle to take advantage of
this new law. The City will be holding several public hearings in early 2011 to consider
adopting this important energy conservation opportunity.
Echo Lake Sewer System Evaluation and Analysis Report
In 2009, the Planning & Development Department’s staff put together a “Request for
Proposals” for a professional engineering review of the Echo Lake subsurface wastewater
system to help the city determine what is causing excessive wastewater flows and to
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recommend system improvements to make that small sewer system meet licensing
requirements. The Echo Lake Subsurface Wastewater Disposal System Evaluation
Report was delivered to the City in late October, 2009. In 2010, the City hired a
contractor to make many of the system improvements called for in that 2009
engineering review and a significant number of those recommended construction
projects were completed in 2010. Recent in-flow data indicates that the new sewer
system improvements are having a very positive impact. Early indications after
“tightening up/sealing” leaks from groundwater infiltration entering the system shows
encouraging signs. The Echo Lake sewer system is now processing waste flows
substantially below the licensed maximum flows. Hopefully, these flow reductions will
continue throughout the spring of 2011 and beyond. It is anticipated that some
additional and substantial system improvements will be made in the next several years
to address both stabilizing flows and possibly allow expansion to more lake front homes
& cottages. All this recent effort is truly good news and bodes well for the future of the
important lake and its associated recreational and aesthetic users.
Maysville St. /US Rt.1 Community Livability Study and the proposed By-pass
In early 2009, the City received notice that it had been awarded a small grant
($10,000.00) from the Maine Department of Transportation to conduct a preliminary
transportation analysis of possible intersection improvements at the junction of US Rt.1
and Maysville Street to better accommodate southbound truck and vehicular traffic
heading to the east & west of the City’s downtown business district. In mid-August,
2009, after several months of data analysis by the City’s chosen consultant, Gorrill-
Palmer Transportation Engineers, a preliminary engineering feasibility report was issued
in November, 2009 which indicates that transportation mobility management improvements
can be made at the intersection of Maysville Street and US Rt. 1, which could
substantially improve traffic flows at this dangerous intersection and provide for the
smoother flow of traffic, both north/south and east/west with the use of a grade
separated intersection.
In March of 2010, the City Council and Planning Board met in joint session to
discuss how this preliminary Maysville/Rt#1 Community Livability Transportation Report
might impact the proposed easterly by-pass of the City. As a result of that joint meeting,
a strategy was agreed upon regarding the immediate need for a “heavy truck connector”
route from the Fort Road (Rt. 167) connecting to the Conant Road. Such an initial
phase of a new transportation route would likely be a portion of the larger easterly by-
pass to be considered and built over a number of years and, depending upon traffic
mobility needs, would be determined by further study. As a result of this important
meeting, a letter was signed by all members of the City Council & Planning Board
supporting this approach to meeting City transportation needs and that letter was
subsequently sent to the US Corps of Engineers and the Maine Department of
Transportation in early April, 2010. By the end of 2010, no decision had been made
regarding this request.
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Other Economic Developments and Investment Activities involving the City
       Project site design review sessions were held with all of the City’s Departments and
a number of private developers throughout the year seeking to expand into the City in
2010. These design reviews were directed under the auspices of the Planning &
Development Department staff and are meant to help developers conform to locally
adopted codes and governing ordinances. The City of Presque Isle also owns and
operates a local revolving loan fund called, the Presque Isle Development Fund (PIDF).
That revolving loan program is structured to support a primary lending institution in
loaning money to small businesses
located within our community. 2010
was a very busy year for that local
revolving loan fund involving a number
of local projects. One of those projects
involved the renovation of the former
“Slopes Restaurant” into the new and
exciting “The Crow’s Nest Restaurant
and Events Center”. In 2010, the PIDF
Revolving loan fund also made loans to
Winnie’s Restaurant and another
to Northern Maine Finance to reopen
the former MBNA complex which had
closed under the former occupant,
Connect North America.
Closing Remarks
       All in all, the City’s Planning & Development had a very productive year and we
anticipate renewed growth, development and investment in our community in 2011.Your
input is always welcomed!
Respectfully,
Kenneth C. Arndt
Director of Planning & Development
The Crow’s Nest
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICE
The Code Enforcement Department provides a service to assure that the minimum
levels of public safety, health and welfare are maintained insofar as they are affected
by land use and development and by building construction and maintenance. To this
end, this department is charged with the overall administration of the City’s Land Use
and Development Code, the entire City’s adopted building and construction codes, the
State adopted planning, use, and building statutes that specifically pertain to the Code
Enforcement Officer, and the administration of the Federal Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA).
Cost of Permits/Fees
Minimum building permit fee is $35.00. For a residential project, the amount is
based on $5.00/per thousand of the construction cost, excluding plumbing or electrical
work. For commercial projects, the amount is based on $8.00/per thousand of the
construction cost ,excluding plumbing or electrical work. Sign Permit fee is $2.50 per
square foot of signage. Certificate of Occupancy fee is $25.00. Demolition fee is
$30.00 for residential and $100.00 for commercial. Minimum electrical permit fee is
$50.00. Temporary electrical hook-up fee is $25.00. Minimum internal plumbing
permit fee is $24.00, and then $6.00 per fixture. Minimum septic permit fee is
$100.00 and then an additional $15.00, which goes to the Department of
Environmental Protection making a total cost for a Septic Permit $115.00. Zoning
Board of Appeals fee is $60.00.
In 2010, the Code Enforcement Department issued 151 construction and renovation
building permits totaling $4,043,861.00. This is a decrease of $2,790,039.00 from the
previous year’s total of $6,833,900.00.
Building Construction Comparisons
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Residential: $3,106,103 $2,649,484 $2,745,577 $2,117,074 $1,531,791
Commercial: $15,095,886 $3,985,871 $13,184,277 $4,716,826 $2,512,070
Total: $18,255,989 $6,635,355 $15,929,854 $6,833,900 $4,043,861
Electric & Plumbing Permit Comparisons
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Electrical: 121 126 128 113 73
Plumbing: 88 78 82 68 48
Total: 209 204 210 181 121
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Inspection Comparison from - 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 & 2010
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Electrical 287 348 433 304 193
Building 410 436 496 508 527
Plumbing/Septic 250 182 216 255 135
Complaints 83 113 80 179 192
Certificate of 33 33 35 42 21
Occupancy
Total Inspections 1063 1112 1260 1288 1068
Presque Isle Zoning Board of Appeals - 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 & 2010
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Special Exception Approved 9 8 8 7 5
Special Exception Denied 0 1 1 0 1
Variances Approved 3 1 2 1 3
Variances Denied 0 2 1 0 0
Administrative Appeals 0 1 1 0 1
Respectfully Submitted,
Gerald McAvaddy
Code Enforcement Officer
&
Penny Anderson
Planning Assistant
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Police Department
43 North Street, Suite #2
Emergency Telephone: 911 All other calls: 764-4476
Fax: 764-6139 Email: pipd@pipd.us
Animal Control Officer: 764-4476
VISION STATEMENT
It is the vision of the Presque Isle Police Department to create an atmosphere of
partnership with the community toward a common goal of protecting life and property
and enhancing the overall quality of life through mutual trust and respect and the fair
equitable enforcement of law while carefully safeguarding the dignity of all we serve.
      Aside from the COPS Grant, Presque Isle Police Department applied for and was
awarded grant monies to cover special traffic and alcohol details. Officers conducted
compliance checks at 20 establishments in Presque Isle that sell alcohol (we utilized a
minor to purchase or attempt to purchase alcohol). As a result of these checks, several
stores sold liquor to the minor. Sergeant Joey Seeley conducted follow-up interviews
with management from each establishment that sold to the minor, and issued them an
administrative summons for the offenses. The reports have been submitted to the State
Bureau of Liquor Enforcement for sanctions. Follow-up training was offered for each
establishment as well, some of which will be taking place after the New Year. The
majority of establishments refused to sell liquor to the minor; Sergeant Seeley contacted
management from each store, advising them they had followed proper procedures and
laws in regards to the undercover detail.
      Officers also continue to work OUI, seat belt, and speed details through grant
monies secured through the Maine Bureau of Highway Safety. Officers worked a total of
16 OUI details in the month of December alone and arrested seven individuals for
operating under the influence of intoxicating liquor and/or drugs.
      The Presque Isle Police Department ended the
year with two officers, Cole Chandler and Danielle
Levesque, graduating from the Maine Criminal
Justice Academy (MCJA) in Vassalboro. Officers
Chandler and Levesque are proving to be valuable
assets to our evolving staff at Presque Isle P.D.
      In October, the Presque Isle Police
Department was awarded a COPS Grant position
and will hopefully fill that position in the spring of
2011. The COPS Grant awards law enforcement
an entry-level police position, free to the
municipality for the first three years; the City of
Presque Isle would then be obligated to pay for
the fourth and hopefully subsequent years.
2010 Statistics
Complaints: 5461
Accidents: 253
  Fatal: 2
  Personal Injury: 62
  Property Damage: 189
Traffic Stops: 3689
  OUI: 66
  Safety Belt: 140
  Speed: 192
  All Other: 276
  Defects: 252
  Warnings: 1044
Criminal Cases: 404
Juvenile Cases: 55
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The Drug Return Program continues to
collect even more expired and unused
prescription drugs. Citizens are encouraged to
bring such drugs to any authorized collection site
– PIPD being one of them. The drugs are
separated from packaging, sorted, and stored until
they can be collected and destroyed. This service
attempts to keep unused or expired drugs out of
homes that could be accidentally swallowed, out
the water systems and landfill, and off illicit street
markets.
Officers completed annual mandatory training set forth by the Board of Trustees at
the MCJA. Annual mandatory training for 2010 consisted of: Firearms qualification, New
Law & New Case Law, Situational Use of Force, Effects of Alcohol, Human Trafficking,
Drug Overdose & Death Investigation Protocol, and Legal Issues re: Roadside Stops.
Besides the mandatory training, there are several other training topics available on
JPMA including: Hazmat, Blood Borne Pathogens, Sexual Harassment, and Fire
Extinguisher training to name a few that officers have either participated in or instructed.
Officer Schumacher and K9 Hunter traveled to Virginia for their annual training – Hunter
and Officer Schumacher do consistently well at this National training. Several PIPD
Officers are certified instructors as well in subjects such as: OUI/SFST {standard field
sobriety testing}, Drug Recognition, Firearms, and several topics covered by the
Presque Isle hosted Law Enforcement Pre-Service program.
The Presque Isle Police Department remains steadfast in our community policing
efforts as well. Officers participated in traffic details for community events such as the
Labor Day Parade, the Fire Fighter’s National Convention events and parade that was
held in Presque Isle in 2010, and the Chamber of Commerce annual Christmas Light
Parade. Hundreds of spectators lined the streets of Presque Isle and there were no
major problems encountered and the parades went smoothly. In 2010 officers also
participated in Special Olympic events leading up to the annual Special Olympic Torch
Run, and spoke at engagements such as local college campuses and schools, the
Homeless Shelter, and the Career Center.
The Presque Isle Police Department is proud to serve the citizens of our community.
We continually work to maintain and improve our services, professionalism, and the
ethics that make Presque Isle a great place to grow, live, and learn.
Respectfully Submitted,
Laurie Kelly Stay Safe!
Acting Police Chief
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Public Works Department
5 Missile Street
Winter Hours — Mid-October to Mid-April: 7:00 AM-3:30 PM Monday-Friday
Summer Hours — Mid-April to Mid-October: 6:00-4:30 PM Monday-Thursday
Telephone: 764-2560 Fax: 764-2561
Email: gerryjames@mfx.net and ljmichaud@mfx.net
VISION STATEMENT
To be the leader in public works services and innovative programs in Aroostook
County and Northern Maine, and to continue to set standard for service to our citizens,
and those who visit our community.
The Presque Isle Public Works staff consists of seven drivers, three equipment
operators, two mechanics, one laborer, one foreman, one administrative assistant, one
director and a part time custodian.
This staff plans, conducts or supervises street and road maintenance on all City
owned roadways. These maintenance projects include paving, chipsealing, snow
removal, culvert replacements, catch basins and underground drainage cleaning and
repair, sweeping, washing, leaf pick up, signs and pot hole repairs.
The crew also assists other City departments with special projects such as building
and paving a handicap parking area and 500 ft. of new sidewalk at Mantle Lake Park
and hauling cover material for the landfill.
We recorded just fifteen inches of snow for January 2010. There were also several
hours of freezing rain which required a lot of time and materials to treat.
The entire crew was busy
preparing for the final Safety and
Health Awareness for Public
Employees (SHAPE) inspection
by the Maine Bureau of Labor
Standards. We spent many
hours cleaning, inspecting and
repairing tools and equipment.
All of the department’s safety
plans were updated and reviewed
with the crew in order to
achieve safety compliance and
provide a safe work environment.
The department passed
the final inspection without any
problems.
February was unusually
warm and dry. We recorded
Refurbished Public Works Truck
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only eleven inches of snow. Normally we would get around thirty inches. March was
even nicer with temperatures in the 60’s. We measured five inches of snow for the
month. The reduced overtime and fuel use saved seven thousand five hundred dollars.
With the early spring weather we were able to get an early start on sweeping and
washing the roadways. For March the wash crew used one hundred fifteen thousand
gallons of water for washing sidewalks and streets.
The nice weather continued into April as did the sweeping and washing of roads.
The wash crew used another ninety-two thousand gallons of water on the streets and
walks.
The rest of the crew kept busy cleaning up heavy sods and debris from the winter,
painting plows and replacing signs and posts.
This spring some of the Presque Isle Middle School teachers and students joined
the Public Works crew in cleaning the old mulch and winter’s dirt out of the tree pits
downtown. Once the pits were cleaned, they placed fresh mulch around the trees,
helping make the town look very nice. Other students came to the public works garage
and helped repair and paint the benches and trash baskets that are placed along Main
Street.
Through this cooperative effort the students learned how much work it takes each
year to make our town look nice. Our crew thoroughly enjoyed working with the students
and appreciated the help.
The early spring also allowed us to get a good jump on the summer’s maintenance
projects. In May we milled the old cracked pavement off part of Second Street and
State Street, so the Water and Sewer Company could replace or repair their manholes
and shut offs. Our crew took out the sidewalks on Second Street, reset the granite
curbing and rebuilt the walks.
Our crew, along with the paving contractor, Lane Construction, put the surface coat
on Lombard, Cityview, Skyview
and State Street. The preparation
and paving work continued
in June with paving being done
on Second, Canterbury, State,
Chapman, Harris, Braden,
Downing, Dobson and Verone
Streets. The summer maintenance
projects continued
through July and August with the
chipsealing of Higgins Road,
Reach Road, and Williams
Road.
The public works crew also
hauled three thousand cubic
yards of dredgings from Mantle
Lake to the landfill for cover material
Sidewalk and Street Repair on Second St.
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Roadside mowing continued through July and August and the downtown sidewalks
were sprayed to kill the weeds. The contractor hauled our winter sand in July,
delivering three thousand five hundred cubic yards mixed with salt. Normally we need
to purchase 5,500 yds., but due to the lack of snow in February and March, we didn’t
use as much, which saved the City $43,000.
Our crew spent several days at the Nordic Heritage Center helping them with some
major reconstruction in order to host the World Cup Biathlon in February 2011.
The Public Works crew cut and removed pavement, tore down the existing firing
line retaining wall and prepared the area for the new one to be built. Other members
of our crew completely dismantled the targets and the shelter covering them and
moved them out of the way so that new foundations could be placed six meters further
back. When the foundations were done, our crew rebuilt the targets and shelters.
They also back filled and graded behind the new firing line retaining wall and cleaned
up the area by back-blading with the bulldozer and sweeping the existing pavement.
In September a two year cooperative planning and funding project resulted in the
construction of 1,800 feet of bike path and walkway along Edgemont Drive and the
reconstruction of 1,800 feet of roadway and paving of another 3,500 ft. of Edgemont
Drive.
This joint effort between the City, the Aroostook Band of Micmacs and the Bureau
of Indian Affairs resulted in getting a mile of roadway repaired and connecting the
Presque Isle Middle School, Northern Maine Community College and the former Bon
Work done at the Nordic Heritage Center in
preparation for the World Cup Biathlon.
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Aire housing to the rest of the City’s
sidewalks.
The Public Works Department paid
$15,000 for engineering, design and
testing and the Aroostook Band of
Micmacs secured $350,000 from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs under the Indian
Reservation Roads Program to
complete the project.
The department transitions to winter
mode during October. The crew begins
mounting plows and sanders and test
drives the equipment prior to the first
snowfall. The crew also finished some
late season paving on Hardy Street,
State Street and Centerline Road.
October also means leaves are falling, so the crew began its rounds vacuuming
leaves that are raked to the edge of the streets. They finished picking leaves in
November with a total of 41 loads which equals 860 cubic yards.
We got 19” of snow in December, then it rained and melted, causing some flooding
and road damage on the Burlock Road and also on the Henderson Road. The damage
was temporarily repaired by our crew the next day. The permanent repairs will be
made in the spring of 2011. The Federal Emergency Management Agency is assessing
the damage Statewide and plans to ask for an emergency declaration. That declaration
may result in the City being reimbursed for up to 75% of the cost to repair the
damage.
Respectfully submitted,
Gerry M. James
Public Works Director
Completed bike and walking path along Edgement Dr.
Flooding on the Burlock Road
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Recreation and Parks Department
William V. Haskell Community Center
270 Main Street
Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM
Telephone: 764-2545
www.pirec.org
Indoor Pool
84 Mechanic Street
Telephone: 764-2564
“Recreation...a lifetime adventure.”
~William V. Haskell
VISION STATEMENT
       The Presque Isle Recreation and Parks Department strives to provide the citizens
of Presque Isle with programs, facilities and opportunities that encourage healthy
lifestyles and foster a sense of community belonging, now and in the future.
PARKS & FACILITIES
• William V. Haskell Community Center
• Indoor Pool
• E. Milton Grant Community Pool and Playground
• Mantle Lake Park
• Arnold Brook Lake Park
• Riverside Bicentennial Park
• Bike Path
• Downing Park
• Veteran’s Park
• Peace Park
• Double Eagle II Park
• Bishop’s Island Ball Field
       The Presque Isle Recreation & Parks Department employs 7 full-time staff
including; two maintenance staff, an aquatics director, assistant aquatics director,
programmer, administrative assistant and director. The department runs nearly 100
different programs annually for infants to seniors. The department also cares for and
maintains over a dozen parks and facilities covering nearly 100 acres of property
throughout the community.
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2010 marked the first full year that the
Indoor Pool enjoyed the benefits from the
previous years “Mini-Retrofit” improvements.
Those improvements have certainly
been worth the effort as the facility
is now saving over 40% on heating fuel
costs. Adding to the aesthetics and safety
of the facility, a ceramic tile floor was installed
in the lobby and locker rooms. The
Indoor Pool also enjoyed the addition of a
30’ waterslide. This slide has been a
wonderful addition, attracting kids and
adults from all over the area. For the
year, the Indoor Pool and Outdoor Pool
jointly witnessed over 35,000 users.
Mantle Lake Park enjoyed some
improvements in 2010, as well as some
great news for the future. The kitchen pavilion
received a new resurfacing, while a
handicap walkway was built connecting the parking area, restroom and current walkway.
Additionally, one of the bridges spanning Kennedy Brook was removed and completely
rebuilt. Spearheaded by Ted Roberts, he and his small group of volunteers
built a strong and versatile bridge that can be used by snowmobilers in winter months
and hikers and bikers in the warmer ones. In an effort to raise funds for future
improvements, the Park was selected as the benefactor of the Rotary Club’s Annual
Charity Golf Tournament. The $6,000 plus raised by the event, will be utilized to help
rebuild a new and much needed restroom facility next summer.
In the continued effort towards creating a new community center, the City moved
ahead and purchased five residential properties adjacent to Riverside Bicentennial
Park. The City also acquired property that is across the street of Riverside and adjacent
to the land recently purchased back in 2008. With newly awarded Brownfield
funding through the Northern Maine Development Commission, that property will be
remediated in 2011. Now with the property in place, 2011 will hopefully bring some
architectural planning including building and site layout work. Unfortunately, we had to
say goodbye to our Main Street basketball court this summer. This transpired as part
of an agreement back in 2008 involving a land swap that enabled the City to obtain
property for the future community center. The plan is to have another basketball court
built next to the new center.
Programmatically, the department continued to offer dozens of different programs
through out the year. The number of non-aquatic participants served was excellent
T-Ball Program
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this year as 5,159 youth and 1,606 adults took part in our programs in 2010. Many of
these programs give the participants opportunities to compete in regional, state and
even nationally sponsored events, including Hershey Track & Field, Aquafina Pitch Hit
& Run, Pepsi Punt, Pass & Kick and the Red Claws Hot Shot Competition.
      Year one of our newly created afterschool
arts program has been completed.
The three year grant awarded through the
US Department of Education in 2009 has
enabled a wonderful collaboration between
this department and the Wintergreen Arts
Center to join in offering high quality and
affordable afterschool art programs. The
inaugural year was certainly a success as
339 kids were served.
Mimi Monet Art Class
Skip, Ralph & Joyce
       It is hard to replace experi-
ence, especially 100 years worth
of experience. Unfortunately for
the City and specifically this
department,that is exactly what
we have lost as 2010 came
to a close. With the retirement
of three employees, Carroll
Willette (40 years), Ralph
LaPointe (39 years) and Joyce
Price (28 years) an immense
amount of knowledge and under-
standing of the inner workings of
what this department does each
and every day, also leaves. Their many years of hard work, dedication and loyalty
have helped to shape and strengthen this department and make it what it is today. We
wish them all the best of luck in their retirement and future endeavors.
Respectfully submitted,
Chris Beaulieu
Director of Recreation & Parks
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Resource Management
(Human Resources)
City Hall, 12 Second Street
Human Resources: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Human Resources: 760-2722
Email: lwinslow@presqueisleme.us
VISION STATEMENT
Deliver a comprehensive array of integrated functions and services that provide
guidance and support for the City’s various departments while developing and
maintaining culturally competent expertise and authority for administering the Resource
Management functions.
Wellness:
Grant moneys of $4,444.00 for 2010 were received through Maine Municipal
Employees Health Trust. The following program and projects were offered:
Zumba lunch n’ learn
Poker Walk
Employee picnic
Lunch n’ learn about foods that fight fatigue
Educational lunch about financial planning with Gretchen Morse from Edward Jones
“Am I losing my mind” lunch n’ learn
Staffing:
In January, Cole Chandler transferred from the Airport to the Police Department to
work as an Officer. Carl Allen was hired to replace Cole at the Airport. Jim Bennett
began his duties as the City Manager in February. Kellie Chapman was hired in March
as our new Payroll Clerk. Andy Buck was also hired in March as the Facilities
Supervisor with the Solid Waste Department. In May, Danielle Levesque was hired as a
Police Officer and Dianna Leighton was promoted to the Youth Services Librarian
position to succeed Sue McPherson. In June, Ryan Sylvia joined the Fire Department,
Ed Batelli was hired at the Recycling Center and Freeman Howe retired from the Public
Works department. In July, Norma McEntee transferred from the City Managers office to
the Library as the Volunteer Coordinator. Cheryl Taubin retired from the General
Aviation department after 20 years of service to the City. Judy Dionne was hired in
September as the new Executive Assistant to the City Manager. Christina Kaiser
became the new General Assistance Administrator also in September. In October,
Robert Chavez and Harley Carmichael were hired as truck drivers in the Public Works
department. In November, Nancy Nichols, our City Clerk moved on to another job locally
and Bev Labbe became our next City Clerk.
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Safety:
The City celebrated and accepted the
SHAPE program award from the Bureau
of Labor Standards.
Human Resources:
Part way through the year, the general
assistance and payroll functions were
moved to the Finance department; leaving
at last, after a short transition, the much
needed full time attention to Human Resources.
The MainePers employer fiscal year
contribution increased considerably in
2010. The City was paying 3.23% of the
payroll on each MainePers employee,
then effective July 1, that percentage increased
to 22.35%. This was a result of
the stock market falling and the City losing funds. The City had to find a way to balance
the budget for this unforeseen shortfall.
City Hall updated the phone system to a more user friendly system.
The 401 (a) employee retirement plan was administered by the Principal Financial
Group. The City changed the administrator to ICMA-RC after a request for proposal
was sent out and ICMA-RC offered the most competitive proposal. Over 100 employee
retirement accounts were transferred. The representative from the company came to
Presque Isle for a few days to help implement this change.
In 2009, the payroll function was contracted to a local company, and then in 2010,
the City brought the payroll function back in-house. Payroll direct deposit was offered
to the employees and sick and vacation accruals can now be seen on the employees’
paystubs.
An early retirement package was offered to all employees Ralph LaPointe, Joyce
Price and Fred Parsons were able to enjoy the benefits of this offering.
There are many goals yet to achieve in the area of Human Resources. Federal and
State laws are always changing in the area of labor and employment practices and
along with safety and wellness, this position continues to be a rewarding one. I look
forward to these challenges and more as the City takes on new direction. I thank all of
the City employees for their dedication and cooperation this year and in years to come.
Respectfully submitted,
LaNiece Dampf Winslow
Director Resource Management
LaNiece Dampf Winslow at
HR Professional’s Day in Augusta
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2010 EMPLOYEE RECOGNITIONS
5 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Susan Roberts—Library
Brenda Campbell—Airport Admin. Asst.
Merle Antworth—Police Custodian
Linda Brewer—Finance
Larry Fickett—Police
Kyle Bartley—Fire
Donald McIntosh—Solid Waste
10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Linda Randolph—Library
Ronald Soucier—Public Works
Scott Cyr—Fire
David Cyr—Forum
Jason Dean—Solid Waste
Glen LaFrance—Public Works
15 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Adam Rider—Fire
Wayne Howlett—Public Works
20 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Kelly Cray—Library
Penny Anderson—Planning &
Development
Mark Barnes—Police
Gilman Erickson—Police
Patrick Pelkey—Public Works
25 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Marria Bagley—Tax Assessing
30 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Sharon DeMerchant, Finance
40 YEAR ANNIVERSARY:
Carroll “Skip” Willette—Recreation &
Parks
Thank You
Our organization is built on the efforts of the men and women
who have dedicated years of service to the City.
These individuals are the heart and soul of our organization.
Their effort and dedication play a tremendous part in our
success and we appreciate their commitment.
Congratulations on reaching this significant milestone in your
career and Thank You for your years of dedicated service!
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Solid Waste Department
Director: City Hall, 12 Second Street
Hours: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM Monday-Friday
Telephone: 760-2712 Email: dfowler@presqueisleme.us
Landfill
Hours: 8:00 AM-4:00 PM Monday-Friday 8:00 AM-12:00 Noon Saturday
Telephone: 764-2541
Recycling Center/Transfer Station/Universal Waste Facility
Hours: 7:30 AM-4:00 PM Monday-Friday 7:00 AM-12:00 Noon Saturday
Telephone: 764-9393
VISION STATEMENT
The Solid Waste Department will meet the current and future need of its citizens by
providing cost-effective handling of the solid waste generated by the residents of
Presque Isle and neighboring communities. Handling of the City’s solid waste will be
done in an environmentally friendly manner to include landfill disposal, recycling,
composting, and the reduction of toxics in the waste stream.
The end of 2010 saw the conclusion of an extensive, $6.31 million multi-year
construction project at the landfill that was initiated four years ago. Sargent, Inc. was
awarded the Phase I project, which began in 2007 and was completed in 2008. This
project included the final capping of two sideslopes of the original landfill, which opened
in 1982. The capping system is comprised of multiple layers of soil and geosynthetic
materials that keeps precipitation out of the landfill while protecting the environment by
keeping contaminated liquids inside the landfill.
The Phase II project, which is a landfill gas management system, started in 2008
with the installation of landfill gas wells and the bidding of the collection system. The
gas management system collects and flares landfill gas thereby reducing both the
potential for odor and the impact of greenhouse gas on the atmosphere. The bid was
awarded to Sargent, Incorporated, who had the flare operational by the last quarter of
2009.
 July 27—Existing MSW Landfill                     Sept 3—Liner system                  Sept 14—Leachate collection system
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The Phase III project, consisting of a horizontal expansion of the existing landfill,
was bid and awarded to McGillan, Incorporated. Construction started in September
2009 and was completed in 2010. Ancillary work also included construction of a new
storm water control pond, new perimeter road along the east side of the landfill to
provide access to the new expansion, and expansion of the leachate spray irrigation
system. A separate contract for tire chips that were used to protect the landfill liner
system was awarded to Tire Recycling Atlantic Canada. The new expansion area,
known as Phase 2, has uses the latest landfill design consisting of a double composite
liner system that will protect groundwater. Use of the new landfill expansion area began
in late December and use of the original Phase 1 landfill was discontinued.
    July 27—Gas venting sand                   Sept 3—Liner complete            Sept 14—Tire Shreds, Frost/Liner
The tonnage of wastes disposed of at the Landfill was down less than one percent
compared to 2009, which is an indicator that the economy is still struggling. Tires and
scrap metal continued to be removed periodically for recycling during the year. The leaf
collection and Christmas tree recycling programs enjoyed continued success. During
the year some new equipment was purchased for the landfill which included a bulldozer,
an all terrain vehicle, and pickup truck. A used grapple truck was also purchased
for use at the Transfer Station.
Our recycling program completed its twenty-first year in 2010. Over 49 million
pounds of material have been collected and marketed by the Recycling Center since
the inception of the municipal recycling program in 1990. The tonnage of recyclables
collected at the Recycling Center from our member towns decreased by 0.3 percent
during the year indicating that the economy is still struggling after the dramatic
economic decline in late 2008. The good news is that the market prices that we
received for the sale of our recyclables remained strong in 2010 continuing an upward
trend in 2009 following the 2008 stock market crash.
The Universal Waste Facility, located immediately adjacent to the Recycling Center,
completed its eighth year of operation. A total of 71,801 pounds of Universal Waste
was shipped out for recycling in 2010. For the first time, we collected other electronic
waste for recycling that totaled an additional 1264 pounds. Maine law mandates that
all residents recycle Universal Wastes, which include fluorescent light bulbs, mercury
thermometers, thermostats, televisions, and computer monitors.
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The Department received notice that the City was awarded a grant from the
Efficiency Maine Trust in the amount of $85,000. This grant, written with the assistance
of CES, Incorporated will be used to make improvements to the landfill gas
management system and update a feasibility study on the best use of the landfill gas.
Funds will also be used to market carbon credits generated through the destruction of
methane, which is generated by the landfill.
The City Council approved the 2011 budget in December, which included a new
Pay As You Throw (PAYT) trash collection program that was scheduled to begin in
March 2011. Preparations began immediately to establish a PAYT system where
residents purchase special PAYT bags that will be collected by haulers that are under
contract with the City. The disposal fee at the landfill was also planned to increase
significantly so that users would pay the true cost of disposal. The transfer station will
be closing when PAYT goes into effect. PAYT programs typically increase recycling
rates and decrease the amount of landfilled tonnage.
In conclusion, I would like to thank all of the employees of the Department for their
assistance throughout the year. Andrew Buck was added to our work force in the new
position of Facilities Supervisor, which oversees the landfill, recycling center, and
transfer station. Unfortunately, four year veteran Louis Doucette, Jr. had to resign from
the Department for medical reasons. Ed Battelli replaced Dan Viel, who moved down
state. Ed and Dan joined Landfill Supervisor Don McIntosh, Recycling Center
Supervisor Jason Dean, Transfer Station Operator Don Saucier, Equipment Operator
Ron Clapper, Scale Operator Jim Anderson, and Administrative Assistant Bev Labbe in
providing the public the highest caliber of service.
Respectfully submitted,
Dana H. Fowler, P.E
Solid Waste Director
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